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1 Executive Summary   
During the first period of the implementation, the pilot partners were having a dual focus. While working 

closely with the technical team in the preparations of the SavingFood IT platform to be fully ready for external 

use and helping the technical team with useful insights for the development work (see WP3 activities) in the 

meantime strong external planning activities have been started in order to create an appropriate environment 

for the SavingFood platform usage. 

This deliverable is mostly concentrating on the execution and results of the 5 awareness raising events (related 

to T4.2 in the DoA) in 4 pilot countries. Awareness raising events are organised by the project in order to raise 

awareness about the issue food surplus redistribution among key actors the project aims to mobilise to create 

a food surplus saving community as well as to make these target actors aware about the SavingFood platform 

as a concrete means available to act pro-social. Among the offline engagement tactics, awareness raising 

events play thus an important role to make the ground for our platform fruitful. In line with the current state 

of the project, with respect to engagement, the main aim was to gather users for making them “warm” for 

participating in the first out roll of the platform. In 2018 the aim here is to expand the current communities 

that are working with the platform and thus make the solution more sustainable from the viewpoint of 

interactions and usage.  

The 5 events so far organised by pilot partners in the four project countries are presented in the present 

deliverable. The current document explains their aim, setting, preparation, execution and results. At the end, 

useful lessons are highlighted that will be taken into account when the next wave of awareness raising events 

in 2018 will be planned.  

The main outputs of the events were the direct contacts serving as a base of the creation of the user 

community of the SavingFood platform as well as the impact on the general awareness raising via the media 

and social media communication around the events. In addition, the events provided useful feedback in 

regards the fine-tuning of the platform functionalities as well. The main conclusion from the events is that 

there is a clear interest and potential in food saving activities in all pilot environment, the general feedback 

was positive both about the goals of our project and the solution we are providing to it. 

Based on the results of the technical preparations and the general awareness raising activities, the project is 

well planned for the external launch of the platform related redistribution activities that will be the main focus 

of the second period of the implementation.  
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2 Introduction 
The pilot implementation activities in this period (M10-M22) were mainly focusing on the execution of T4.2 

activities, the awareness raising events. The main objective of the awareness raising campaigns is to inform 

and engage existing and new communities of end users to participate in the project activities, raise awareness 

on the issue of food waste and on their potential to become part of the suggested solution and influence 

behavior change towards the adoption of more sustainable lifestyles. The awareness raising events also 

targeted a wider stakeholder base, including the general public and the policy makers as well. 

5 events were carried out successfully during the reporting period, in 4 different countries:  

The events organized were the following: 

Nr Event name Event date Event location Organisers 

1 Feedback Disco Soup 29 April 2017 London Feedback 

2 FoodWIN Disco Soup 29 April 2017 Brussels Feedback 

3 Night of the Budapest Wholesale Market 21 June 2017 Budapest HFA, FILAB 

4 Boroume in the Triangle 14 Oct 2017 Athens Boroume, VILABS 

5 Gleaning promo event 18 Oct 2017 Budapest HFA, FILAB 

We planned to organize 2 events in each pilot location during the whole life of the project, therefore 3 more 

events will be organized during the last phase – in the first months of 2018, one in Belgium, one in Greece and 

one in the UK. The results of those events will be included in the deliverable D4.3 (Pilot case deployment period 

2 report) along with the additional deployment activities of Period 2.  

In line with the 5 awareness raising event activities a number of activities were carried out in cooperation with 

WP2 (Coordination of behavior change strategy elements, user engagement support of the local 

implementations), WP3 (primarily the different testing activities related to the platform development) and 

WP5 (analysis of behavior change factors). During the execution of the events a number of dissemination 

(WP6) tools and activities were also used and implemented. Further information on the activities related to 

the other work packages can be found in the relevant reports of the specific WP-s (D2.6: Strategizing 

SavingFood: Engagement and Behaviours v2, D3.9: SavingFood platform evaluation v2, D5.2: Evaluation of 

pilot case results v1, D5.4: Behaviour change analysis, D6.7: Dissemination plan & progress report v2) 

2.1 Document structure 
This report consists of 9 chapters. Chapter 3 will explain, due to changes in the technical implementation of 

the platform, the updates of the implementation plan presented in D4.1. As such this chapter provides the 

more strategic background against the discussed awareness raising events have to be read. Chapters 4 till 8 

describe for each of the 5-mentioned awareness raising events the specific aim, the preparation activities, the 

execution and main results and take aways. In order to illustrate each of these steps, each chapter at the end 

provides also a link with pictures. Finally, Chapter 9 highlights the main lessons learned towards the project in 

general and the 2nd round of awareness raising events in 2018.  A detailed description of the events and the 

analysis of the main outcomes and results mainly with respect to the dissemination and engagement goals of 

the project. 
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3 Update of implementation plans 
Because of the delay in the pilot period (as agreed in the project plan amendment), we had to revisit our 

targets. According to the new plans for the platform development, instead of launching all three-pilot 

scenarios at once (general food rescue, gleaning and farmer’s market), pilots start with the gleaning activities, 

then with the farmer’s market and finally with the general food rescue activities. 

The main scenarios planned to be implemented by the pilot partners are as described in D2.2 Users and Data 

requirements v1: 

 

Food redistribution model Pilot partners 

Direct food redistribution 

between donors and recipients – 

with intermediary matchmaking 

Type I: General food rescue – including 

small and big food donations of donors in 

the food and retail industry 

HFA 

Boroume 

Type II: Farmer markets  Boroume  

Gleaning Boroume 

Feedback (UK & Belgium) 

HFA 

 

These changes did not cause significant modifications in our original pilot implementation plans, described in 

Deliverable D4.1 (Pilot Implementation Plan), although we had to make some minor changes and modifications 

in order to be in line with the modified project plan. (Some of the events though were organized before the 

changes in the project) 

The change in the timing slightly effected the tested scenarios of the pilot scenarios.  In Hungary there are only 

limited opportunities for gleaning during the winter period. The Hungarian pilot partner therefore had to 

decide to extend the pilot activities to the farmer’s market scenario (that was originally not part of the pilot 

plan). By implementing the farmer’s market scenario, the project has an opportunity to test and evaluate the 

volunteering functions of the platform in a similar format, and, in addition, it gives an extra opportunity for 

the Hungarian pilot partner to increase food saving activities. 

The change did not affect the living lab and agile development approach but of course caused some changes 

in the timing. During the spring and summer period, an intensive technical development took place followed 

by rounder agile testing-feedback-development cycles. System structure and technical requirements did not 

change and localisation was also part of the process as originally planned. In the localization, pilot partners 

were involved both in the translation and the testing tasks. 

The structure of the planned user support and internal communication also remained as planned, just with 

the modification of VILABS taking over the technical tasks of IT Innovation (IMEC remaining and important 

partner in the technical team). 

In terms of the local implementation plans the pilot eco-systems remained the same, with some modifications 

in some of the local target groups mostly in relation to the coverage in terms of focus, size and geographic 
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focus in the specific target groups reflecting to the changes in the project. The fine-tuning of the target groups 

is continuous along the project and the feedbacks gained via the engagement activities and especially the 

direct contacts with potential platform users during the awareness raising events were giving a very useful 

input for these activities (e.g. in setting a better focus and/or understanding the relevant value propositions 

for the different stakeholder groups) Also the first attempt to get people to sign the pledge campaign in an 

offline manner gave us some direct contacts (e.g. emails) from the participants that are interested to get 

directly involved with our activities after the official platform launch. 

User involvement activities by communicating and showing the concept and the draft versions of the platform 

have also been started, both via the events as well as by the different workshops and testing activities. 

Preliminary user recruitment has also happened by collecting contact data from potential users, these 

databases will be used when launching the platform functionalities for external usage. 

Having explained the implications of the change in technical development of the platform with respect to the 

original implementation plan described in D4.1 (Pilot Implementation Plan), the following chapters describe 

each of the 5 awareness events that were organized by the pilot partners.  
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4 Feedback Disco Soup   

4.1 Event description  
Main event organiser: Feedback.  
Date and location: 29th April 2017, The Castle Climbing Centre, Green Lanes, London N4 2HA  
Description of activity: Food waste feast as a food waste awareness raising event.  
Geographic outreach: London and UK-wide  
 
29Th April was World Disco Soup day - a worldwide celebration of food waste feasts, with Disco Soups being 
held all over the world - meaning that we were able to create a powerful traditional and social media profile 
for the event. It was also the day of the International People’s Climate March, so we were able to work with 
other organisations working on climate change. 
 
The Castle have been long term collaborators with Feedback, and have an excellent venue space and many 
people coming to visit the venue, meaning we were able to engage a diverse range of people. 
 
By running an independent event at this venue and on this day, we were able to reach a diverse audience, 
including gleaning volunteers, food growers/farmers, local market organisers, climate activists, and young 
people, all of whom were informed about the Saving Food project. 

4.1 Preparation 
Feedback led on the communications with partner organisations, sourcing of the food and general event 

delivery and displaying the dissemination materials. 

The Castle provided chefs, the venue and some cooking equipment, and also helped with advertising. We also 

had activities and talks by The Food Assembly, Friends of the Earth and Reclaim the Power 

We worked with a series of other organisations to help us advertise the event, such as The People’s Climate 

March London. A selection of media and social media campaigns before the event 

(https://www.reuters.com/article/us-global-food-disco/activists-fight-food-waste-by-throwing-disco-parties-

around-the-world-idUSKBN17S1F0) 

4.2 Execution 
The following activities were held during the day in the Castle Garden: 

• A food waste workshop for children - making banners to put up in the venue for the evening and 
creating wonky veg superheroes and making badges to take home. 

• Live music from Maybug, Audio Wise and more. 

• Friends of the Earth England, Wales and Northern Ireland held a workshop teaching about 
preservation techniques for fresh fruit and veg. 

• Matt Curtis AKA Iron and Grain  held a drop in green woodworking session for all ages.  

• A selection of delicious snacks saved from going to waste were cooked on the barbecue and rocket 
stove in the roundhouse. 

• A tour of the Castle's permaculture garden was organised by the garden staff who talked about bees, 
forest gardening and more. 

In addition, the following workshops were held: 

https://thefoodassembly.com/en
https://www.foe.co.uk/
https://reclaimthepower.org.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/peoplesclimatemarchlondon/?ref=br_rs
https://www.facebook.com/peoplesclimatemarchlondon/?ref=br_rs
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-global-food-disco/activists-fight-food-waste-by-throwing-disco-parties-around-the-world-idUSKBN17S1F0
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-global-food-disco/activists-fight-food-waste-by-throwing-disco-parties-around-the-world-idUSKBN17S1F0
https://www.facebook.com/maybugmusic/?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/wwwfoecouk/?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/Ironandgrain1/?fref=mentions
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• An introduction to direct action and civil disobedience in the context of current climate change issues, 
and why it is our duty to disobey with Rising Up. 

• Feedback's Karen Luyckx on avoiding burnout - 
Acting on climate change is now more urgent than ever, it seems there is no time to waste or rest. Yet 
Mother Earth and all her beings, living now and in the future, need people that care and fight steadily 
all their lives, not short-term “hyper-activists”. In this workshop we reflected and shared ideas on how 
to take care of ourselves so that we can work for a better world with joy and energy in the long run. 

• The Food Assembly presented how to start your own Food Assembly - Find out how to connect your 
community to buy direct from the best local food producers. Presentation followed by drop in Q&A. 

In the evening, the actual Disco Soup event took place: we heard from some of the most exciting pioneers in 
food, technology, activism and sustainability today, while we chopped and peeled veg to the disco beat to help 
create a free feast together. 

Evening talks included the following: 

• Solveiga Pakštaitė, founder of Design by Sol and inventor of Bump Mark, a bio-reactive expiry label for 
food, took us through her journey from sustainable designer to food waste fighter, and talked about 
the role of women entrepreneurs. 

• Reclaim The Power  shared some stories from the incredibly successful fortnight of action, Break the 
Chain, which targeted businesses involved in the UK fracking supply chain. 

• Feedback rounded off the talks by explaining why food waste=climate change, and why the solutions 
are delicious. We also introduced the EU online food waste redistribution platform, SavingFood 

We then ate a free feast, all from food that would have otherwise been wasted, danced, drank Toast Ale (beer 
made from surplus bread) and a variety of food waste inspired cocktails and boogied the night away. 

Flyers and posters promoting the SavingFood platform were on display throughout the event, and the platform 
was introduced through a talk and presentation 

4.3 Main results  
Number of people at the event: 450-500  
Reach of people via other channels (media, social media, etc): Many more through our media coverage (see 
link below) 
Results in new volunteers: Many signups to the Gleaning Network (around 50) 
Recipient organisations: Worked with Plan Zheroes, CFE and City Harvest (all redistribution organisations who 
were introduced to the platform) 
Ambassadors: See above for list of speakers who support Feedback’s work 
Surplus food collected and delivered: 300kgs 
Results in awareness raising and behaviour change: The Saving Food Platform was introduced to Feedback 
followers, and people were shown how to make several dishes using veg they would normally throw away. 

4.4 Evidences/ links 
News 

• Reuters: (https://www.reuters.com/article/us-global-food-disco/activists-fight-food-waste-by-
throwing-disco-parties-around-the-world-idUSKBN17S1F0)  

 
Photos  

https://www.facebook.com/TheFoodAssembly/?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/ReclaimThePower/?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/SavingFood/?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/toastale/?fref=mentions
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-global-food-disco/activists-fight-food-waste-by-throwing-disco-parties-around-the-world-idUSKBN17S1F0
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-global-food-disco/activists-fight-food-waste-by-throwing-disco-parties-around-the-world-idUSKBN17S1F0
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5 FoodWIN Disco Soup   

5.1 Event description  
Main event organiser: Feedback Belgium.  
Date and location: 29th April 2017, Brussels, in a co-working space  
Description of activity: Food waste feast as a food waste awareness raising event.  
Geographic outreach: Brussels and Belgium-wide  

 

The event was in Brussels in a new co-working space focused around waste upcycling. We liked the idea of 
partnering with other organisations working with waste. Thanks to this partnership we had participants that 
did not know about Food Waste and were very interested in learning even more. 

The disco soup was held during world disco soup day to have a bigger impact; indeed, more than two hundred 
disco soup were happening worldwide during the same day. This huge coalition made a big impact on social 
media! We showed photos of people all around the world doing the same activity. It showed how food waste 
is happening all over the world and it is a real problem. 

5.2 Preparation 
The world disco soup day was a big international event organised by the Slow Food Youth Network, this event 

was planned months before.  

For the Disco Soup in Brussels, we started organising a month before, looked for food surplus, DJ, material and 

decided on the space. We started the communication four weeks before the event and pushed it two weeks 

before. We were doing most of the work, other waste organisations helped on sending communications 

through their channels. 

5.3 Execution 
The audience learned about and participated in several food waste saving activities, including cooking, drawing 
and co-creating solutions. We prepared a curry, an onion chutney and delicious apple and ginger compote. 
We had two great DJs for good sounds and vibes, it is important that participants have fun and remember it. 
Thanks to the positivity they will want to come back and participate in other types of events. In terms of the 
conducted activities, there was a big sheet of paper for participants to draw and write ideas on how to reduce 
waste at Farm level. This activity was not a big success due to the lack of adequate planning and the lack of 
designer to start drawing on the paper. Therefore, participants did not dare to start writing and drawing on 
the big sheets of paper. 

5.4 Main results  
Number of participants: ~100  
Amount of surplus food saved during the event: ~100 kg 
Dissemination: worldwide via the disco soup world day social media 

5.5 Evidences/ links 
Two articles were published, one in French and one in Dutch. 
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• http://www.bruzz.be/nl/uit/disco-soupe-bruxelles-voor-fans-van-groenten-en-muziek  

• http://www.lacapitale.be/75331/article/2017-04-27/le-disco-soupe-quand-les-legumes-sinvitent-en-soiree  

Photos: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.bruzz.be/nl/uit/disco-soupe-bruxelles-voor-fans-van-groenten-en-muziek
http://www.lacapitale.be/75331/article/2017-04-27/le-disco-soupe-quand-les-legumes-sinvitent-en-soiree
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6 Night of the Wholesale Market   

6.1 Event description  
Main event organiser: Hungarian Foodbank Association, FILAB 

Date: 20 June 2017 

Location: Budapest Wholesale Market and national via media 

Geographic outreach: Hungary 

A successful SavingFood launch event was organised by the Hungarian Food Bank Association and FILAB in 

Hungary called the “Night of the Wholesale Market”. During the event, meals were cooked and distributed to 

farmers and retailers on the Market by volunteers who also distributed flyers and information about 

SavingFood activities. The awareness raising was also helped by Hungarian celebrities present at the event and 

there was a high interest also from the press. 

The main objective was to create contacts between the Food Bank and farmers/retailers in order to involve 

them in SavingFood related activities (actually all activities: general food rescue, farmer’s market and 

gleaning). A “big launch” was also supposed to help the later “less noisy” everyday activities on the Wholesale 

Market.  

Our goal was on one hand creating general awareness about the problem of food waste and the solution 

offered by us, on the other hand starting food rescue right from the moment of the event – even without the 

application, and in order to test logistics processes and administration. 

The Wholesale Market is an ideal partner and venue, as every day hundreds or thousands of producers and 

retailers gather there from all over the country. 

6.2 Preparation 
We contacted the management of the Budapest Wholesale Market and they were very helpful and 

cooperative in organising the event together with us. Our primary interest was to create a big launch towards 

the fruit and vegetable producers and retailers, their primary interest was to create a suitable corporate social 

responsibility action that helps them to create a good image about the Wholesale Market. 

The Budapest Wholesale Market offered the site and the infrastructure – including the place and maintenance 

of a container where food surplus was started to be collected at the time of the event. 

HINORA Ltd. helped us in organising PR activities and also in organising the entertainment program during the 

event (there were a well-known DJ, a singer and an actress present at the event). 

The event was advertised via the communication channels of the Wholesale Market, especially towards the 

journalists. There was no real need to advertise the event towards the participants of the market as they are 

there anyway. The selected date was Wednesday which is usually a “big market day” meaning this is a high 

turnover day with the most farmers and retailers present. 

6.3 Execution 
We spoke on the main stage of the event and as well as at the press conference about the issue of food waste, 

concentrating especially on the Hungarian situation and the opportunities in the fruit and vegetable sector. 

We also promoted our activities towards the press during a press conference and a guided visit on the 

Wholesale Market. We cooked a meal, partly prepared from leftovers offered by farmers, on the site. The 
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meals were distributed to farmers and retailers on the market together with flyers, small branded gifts and 

direct personal communication motivating them to be involved later in food saving activities. 

Both the press was very interested and also farmers and retailers were open about knowing more of the 

activities and they mostly welcomed the idea. Of course, they have indicated their primary goal that is to sell 

everything they have but they also admitted that occasionally they have surplus they cannot sell and most of 

them verbally committed cooperating with us in the future. 

6.4 Main results  
Participants (farmers and retailers) at the Market during the event whom we have delivered the message: 
~3000 
Number of news about the event in the media: at least 15, see below 
Surplus food collected during the night of the event: 1850 kg 
Surplus food collected since the event until end of October: 29.320 kg 
Number of volunteers participating: 20 
 

From behavioural change perspective it was very interesting to see how effective personal communication is 

with the target group. Of course the events, the meals and small gifts were helping the contact creation but 

many of them were really open to speak and we have learned a lot of useful things and received valuable 

information helping us better plan and act on our food saving activities. 

We took very good ideas from the example we saw during our visit to the famers market in Athens:  among 

others the idea of wearing a well identifiable vest. We prepared these vests for the event (and of course for 

later usage) and this also seemed to work well already at the first day as we had a group of volunteers wearing 

them during the whole event. 

6.5 Evidences/links 
Media appearance:  
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• Royal magazin: (http://www.royalmagazin.hu/kultura/kultura/42614-piac-ejszakaja)  

• Blikk.hu: (http://www.blikk.hu/eletmod/gasztro/pokorny-lia-a-mi-felelossegunk-hogy-ez-egy-jobb-
vilag-legyen/8l5bc0q) 

• News4business: (http://www.news4business.hu/kozlemenyek/press_release.php?id=33351) 

• EuroAstra Internet Magazin: (https://euroastra.hu/a-piac-ejszakajan-mutatkozott-be-az-
elelmiszerbank-es-a-budapesti-nagybani-piac-egyuttmukodese/) 

• EuroAstra Internet Magazin: (https://euroastra.hu/elindult-a-budapesti-nagybani-piac-es-az-
elelmiszerbank-egyuttmukodese/)   

• Anna.hu: (http://www.anna.hu/sztarok/pokorny-lia-es-sipos-tomi-a-pazarlas-ellen-10500.html)   

• Marketinginfo: (http://www.marketinginfo.hu/hirek/article.php?id=46614)  

• Kamaraonline: (http://kamaraonline.hu/cikk/a-nagybani-piacon-adomanykontenerrel-segitenek) 

• Nosalty: (http://www.nosalty.hu/ajanlo/igy-nez-ki-ejszaka-nagybani-piacon)  

• ZETApress: (http://www.zetapress.hu/belfold/79147) 

• TURIZMUSONLINE: 
(http://turizmusonline.hu/friss/cikk/a_termelok_ezentul_kozvetlenul_tamogathatjak_a_raszorulokat
) 

• http://itthon.myhunet.com/friss-cikk/a-termelok-ezentul-kozvetlenul-tamogathatjak-a-
u12548865.html  

• HVG.HU: (http://hvg.hu/elet/20170622_Ez_nem_is_piac_hanem_egy_kisebb_varos)    

• NAPI.hu: 
(http://www.napi.hu/magyar_vallalatok/nem_vesz_karba_a_nagybanin_el_nem_adott_elelmiszer.6
42199.html)   

• elelmiszer online: 
(http://elelmiszer.hu/cikk/a_piac_ejszakajan_mutatkozott_be_az_elelmiszerbank_es_a_budapesti_n
agybani_piac_egyuttmukodese)   

• ZETApress: (http://www.zetapress.hu/belfold/79061)  

• Lokal: (http://www.lokal.hu/2017-07-pokorny-lia-a-mi-felelossegunk-hogy-ez-egy-jobb-vilag-legyen/)  

 

  

http://www.royalmagazin.hu/kultura/kultura/42614-piac-ejszakaja
http://www.blikk.hu/eletmod/gasztro/pokorny-lia-a-mi-felelossegunk-hogy-ez-egy-jobb-vilag-legyen/8l5bc0q
http://www.blikk.hu/eletmod/gasztro/pokorny-lia-a-mi-felelossegunk-hogy-ez-egy-jobb-vilag-legyen/8l5bc0q
http://www.news4business.hu/kozlemenyek/press_release.php?id=33351
https://euroastra.hu/a-piac-ejszakajan-mutatkozott-be-az-elelmiszerbank-es-a-budapesti-nagybani-piac-egyuttmukodese/
https://euroastra.hu/a-piac-ejszakajan-mutatkozott-be-az-elelmiszerbank-es-a-budapesti-nagybani-piac-egyuttmukodese/
https://euroastra.hu/elindult-a-budapesti-nagybani-piac-es-az-elelmiszerbank-egyuttmukodese/
https://euroastra.hu/elindult-a-budapesti-nagybani-piac-es-az-elelmiszerbank-egyuttmukodese/
http://www.anna.hu/sztarok/pokorny-lia-es-sipos-tomi-a-pazarlas-ellen-10500.html
http://www.marketinginfo.hu/hirek/article.php?id=46614
http://kamaraonline.hu/cikk/a-nagybani-piacon-adomanykontenerrel-segitenek
http://www.nosalty.hu/ajanlo/igy-nez-ki-ejszaka-nagybani-piacon
http://www.zetapress.hu/belfold/79147
http://turizmusonline.hu/friss/cikk/a_termelok_ezentul_kozvetlenul_tamogathatjak_a_raszorulokat
http://turizmusonline.hu/friss/cikk/a_termelok_ezentul_kozvetlenul_tamogathatjak_a_raszorulokat
http://itthon.myhunet.com/friss-cikk/a-termelok-ezentul-kozvetlenul-tamogathatjak-a-u12548865.html
http://itthon.myhunet.com/friss-cikk/a-termelok-ezentul-kozvetlenul-tamogathatjak-a-u12548865.html
http://hvg.hu/elet/20170622_Ez_nem_is_piac_hanem_egy_kisebb_varos
http://www.napi.hu/magyar_vallalatok/nem_vesz_karba_a_nagybanin_el_nem_adott_elelmiszer.642199.html
http://www.napi.hu/magyar_vallalatok/nem_vesz_karba_a_nagybanin_el_nem_adott_elelmiszer.642199.html
http://elelmiszer.hu/cikk/a_piac_ejszakajan_mutatkozott_be_az_elelmiszerbank_es_a_budapesti_nagybani_piac_egyuttmukodese
http://elelmiszer.hu/cikk/a_piac_ejszakajan_mutatkozott_be_az_elelmiszerbank_es_a_budapesti_nagybani_piac_egyuttmukodese
http://www.zetapress.hu/belfold/79061
http://www.lokal.hu/2017-07-pokorny-lia-a-mi-felelossegunk-hogy-ez-egy-jobb-vilag-legyen/
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Facebook posts (sample): 
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The site: Budapest Wholesale Market 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HFA’s main stand 

 

Press conference 
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Celebrities participating 
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HFA volunteers talking with producers 
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Food received during the event 
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7 Boroume in the Triangle   

7.1 Event description  
Event organiser (SF partner): Boroume 

Event title: “Boroume in Trigono” (“We can in the Triangle”) 

Date and location: 14/10/2017, Athens (city centre) 

Description of activity: Food saving (fruits & vegetables from farmers’ markets), cooking and offering 

Target group: General public 

 

In the spirit of the “community” aspect (of donors, charities and citizens/volunteers) that the SavingFood 

platform rests upon, we wanted to highlight this and encourage cooperation and participation by different 

actors and stakeholders at the local level.  

Therefore, we chose to organise the event in Boroume’s own neighbourhood and to that end we joined forces 

with the City of Athens, and in particular its collaborative (public-private) partnership named “Revitalization of 

the Athens Commercial Triangle” (hereafter referred as “Athens Trigono”). It aims at the comprehensive 

revitalization of the Commercial Triangle neighbourhood.  An area of 28 acres is being pedestrianized, urban 

furniture is being upgraded, electricity boxes are being ‘adopted’ by artists, more green and public spaces are 

being created. 

Moreover, the specific location -at the heart of Athens, in a lively and vibrant district- was chosen in order to 

reach out to the general public.  All the more, on the selected day and time a large public passes by, since 

there are numerous commercial stores, and food service stores.   

As appropriate type of event, in order to sensitivise the general public about food waste and to engage them 

in food saving activities, we chose to put on an actual food rescue & redistribution collective endeavour. In a 

festive and convivial atmosphere, we prepared meals with saved –from farmers’ markets- fruits and vegetables 

and offered them to a local charity, i.e. the social soup kitchen of the municipality of Athens.  

7.2 Preparation 
Boroume set the activities of the event, and also identified the appropriate partners and actors to co-organise 

or co-operate at different stages of its preparation and execution. Inter alia, it mobilised volunteers, it 

contacted the chefs, it undertook the different tasks leading on event organisation, such as sourcing surplus 

food from the farmers’ markets, and logistics. 

“Athens Trigono” proceeded with administrative formalities (e.g. permission to use a public space) and 

provision of public services by the municipal competent authorities.  They also actively engaged in the 

promotion of the event through their extensive communication channels of the municipality.  

We also cooperated with Ethelon, which is an organisation that brings together volunteers, the organizations 

of the Civil Society and the corporate world in order to mobilise volunteers. Thanks to the call they published, 

25 new volunteers (in addition to Boroume’s volunteers) participated in the activities leading on event 

organisation, as well as during the event.   
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The event was promoted through: Facebook accounts of Boroume, SavingFood and Athens Trigono), and also 

through a Facebook event, which was shared –among many others- by the City of Athens and various of its 

communication channels/groups, such as SynAthina - which brings together, supports and facilitates citizens’ 

groups engaged in improving the quality of life in the city, the Technopolis City of Athens, municipal social & 

solidarity structures, the Municipality of Athens 1st community.   

A press release was promoted by both Boroume and the City of Athens to their respective lists of media 

contacts. The news item was reproduced by several news websites and online newspapers. Moreover, a poster 

and flyers (more than 100) were used by local stores, as well as the Department of Political Science and Public 

Administration of the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens (in their building located in the 

neighbourhood where the event took place) 

7.3 Execution 
Three farmers’ market events were organised in the two days prior to the event, whereby our teams of 

volunteers saved and collected surplus fruits and vegetables that producers had not been able to sell at the 

market. 

During the (outdoor) event, at four different stands: 

• A group of volunteers prepared fruit salads from fruits that would have otherwise been wasted. They 

offered them to the public, while informing them that the fruits were saved from farmers’ markets, in 

order to “see for themselves” how tasty and nutritious these food products are. 

Another group of volunteers prepared salads from leftover vegetables to be offered to the soup kitchen of the 

City of Athens. The target of 400 salads was not only reached, but surpassed, amounting to 600 salads.  

• Three well-known Chefs coordinated the groups of volunteers, while at the same time they actively 

contributed in raising awareness about food waste. By use of microphones, constantly addressed the 

public and a) gave tips about how to save food at home, b) referred to figures about food waste at EU 

and global level, c) urged them to participate in the preparation -from fruits and vegetables that would 

have otherwise been wasted- of salads to be offered to people in need, and d) encouraged 

participation more broadly in food saving & offering activities. In that way, in addition to participants 

actively involved and the attendees of the event, the audience comprised the numerous persons who 

passed by the location.  

• Educational activities were proposed for children aiming in particular to convey the message about 

saving “imperfect” fruits and vegetables.  

• At the info point, our volunteers provided information about the work of Boroume and the SavingFood 

project and distributed relevant dissemination material, encouraged participants to fill in the 

SavingFood questionnaire (postcard) and to sign the SavingFood pledge.    

 

https://www.facebook.com/events/152327905370581/
https://el-gr.facebook.com/CityofAthensOfficial/posts/1989163571315834
https://el-gr.facebook.com/SunAthina/posts/751366658380428
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7.4 Main results  

• Event participants and attendees: ~500 

• Media coverage: The promotion before/during/after the event includes news websites and online 

newspapers coverage, as well as photographic, radio and television coverage (inter alia in the nightly 

news broadcast of ERT- Greek National Television). 

• Target audience: We had informative sessions with all new volunteers -that participated for the first 

time at the three farmers’ market events and the awareness raising event itself- about Boroume food 

saving activities and the opportunities for volunteers offered through the SavingFood platform. 

According to the feedback they have provided afterwards, having the opportunity to actively 

contribute in a collective endeavour of food rescue and redistribution has been a rewarding 

experience for all participants, who expressed interest to be kept informed about future activities.  

Overall, people at the event showed great interest to get informed by our volunteers about the food 

waste problem, and about food rescue & redistribution through Boroume and SavingFood. They were 

also keen to receive the dissemination material and find out more through the websites and 

newsletter of Boroume and SavingFood, while 20 participants filled in the questionnaires in the 

SavingFood “postcards” and 50 signed the pledge.  

During a week prior to the event, we informed food stores in the neighbourhood (food service stores 

and a new supermarket) about food saving & offering through Boroume and the SF platform.  

• Food saved and offered: 600kg of fruits and vegetables were collected at the three farmers’ market 

events, from which 600 salads were prepared and offered to the soup kitchen of the municipality of 

Athens, 300 fruit salads offered to the public. In addition, approximately 150kg were offered to 

another charity organisation located in the centre of Athens.  

From a behavioural change perspective, it was very interesting to see how effective this type of awareness 
raising event is, in order to inform and sensitize citizens about food waste and in order to mobilise and engage 
new volunteers in food saving and redistribution activities. 
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7.5 Evidences 
The group of volunteers and organisers 

 

Farmer’s market 
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Preparations of salads 
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Info point 
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Educational activities 
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Transferring the salads to those in need 
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Press release 
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8 Gleaning promo event   

8.1 Event description  
Main event organiser: Hungarian Foodbank Association, FILAB 

Date: 18 October 2017 

Location: Budapest Wholesale Market + national via media 

Geographic outreach: Hungary 

Gleaning as a new activity in Hungary was officially launched on the occasion of the World Day of Fruit and 

Vegetables in Budapest on the 18th October 2017. The event was organised on the Budapest Wholesale 

Market. During the event volunteers offered meal to farmers and retailers working on the market and started 

conversations with them in order to invite them to join gleaning activities in Hungary.  

The feedback was very positive, a number of farmers indicated they occasionally have products to be gleaned. 

Contacts were exchanged in the hope of a future gleaning cooperation with the Hungarian Food Bank 

Association. 

Our primary interest was to raise awareness about the new gleaning activities that was unknown in Hungary 

before the event in order to raise awareness and to find farmers possibly interested in joining gleaning events 

in the future. By speaking and creating awareness around the event our aim was also to target potential 

volunteers for gleaning activities as well raising awareness in the general public. 

8.2 Preparation 
HFA and FILAB were participating in the preparations, the organisation and execution of the cooking and to 

collection of the team running the event. 

The Budapest Wholesale Market helped in providing the site of the event, with the necessary infrastructure 

(water, electricity) They also made available a car for the market roadshow. In addition, the Wholesale Market 

helped the event with their communication channels. 

We agreed on the date and place of the event with the Budapest Wholesale Market. We continuously checked 

the weather forecast as October is critical in terms of rainy periods. We prepared the team for the event and 

also for the cooking tasks (ingredients, infrastructure). 

The event was primarily advertised via internal and external communication channels of the Budapest 

Wholesale Market as they have the best contacts to the target group. The selected date – similar to the case 

of the “Night of the Wholesale Market” – was Wednesday which is usually a “big market day” meaning it is a 

high turnover day with the most farmers and retailers being present. 

8.3 Execution 
We offered a meal to farmers working on the market and in the meanwhile we started a conversation with 
them about food waste in general and our new gleaning activities. 

We distributed flyers about the Saving Food platform, informed the farmers about the opportunity to join and 

explained briefly the benefits of the platform. 

We also issued news and information to the “outside” world about the event, via PR and social media channels. 
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8.4 Main results  
Farmers were very open and honest with us (the offering of a meal was helping this very well) and we could 
conduct a number of “mini-interviews” collecting a lot of valuable information. The materials were effective 
and also the external communication as we have received positive feedback after the event, as well. 
 

Participants (farmers and retailers) at the Market during the event whom we have directly delivered the 
message: ~3000 

Number of news about the event in the media: at least 13, several TV and radio news items, as well 

Contacts created with farmers potentially offering surplus for gleaning: 47 

Surplus food collected during the event: ~500 kg 

Number of volunteers participating: 10 
 

From behavioural change perspective the event showed us (again) that personal relations are very important, 

especially in the development phase of the gleaning activities. Farmers were very open to talk and provided a 

lot of very useful information on what are the possibilities in gleaning and also what are the barriers which is 

also very important information for us. 

Although we haven’t asked for it, we received surplus food from them during the roadshow, this shows that 
they have already started to learn about the food surplus redistribution activities of the Foodbank (the surplus 
collection container is continuously operating since June). 

8.5 Evidences/ links 
Media appearance 

Television coverage:  

• (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lQqwr8vLLO8&feature=youtu.be&a) 

• (http://bonumtv.hu/masodszuret-az-elelmiszerbankkal-sczigel-andrea/) 
Rádió coverage:  

• Media klikk: (https://www.mediaklikk.hu/2017/10/06/napkozben-szakmazz/) 

• Best fm: (http://www.bestfm.hu/hirek.php?szam=89841) 

• Vorosmarty radio: (https://vorosmartyradio.hu/2017/10/10/masodszuret-raszorulok-kapjak-a-
felesleges-gyumolcsot/) 

• Radio 88: (https://www.radio88.hu/megmentik-a-felesleget-a-gyumolcsosokbol/) 

Other coverage:  

• Promenad: (http://promenad.hu/cikk/megmentik-a-felesleget-a-gyumolcsosokbol-182370) 

• Hirado: (https://www.hirado.hu/2017/10/10/megmentik-a-felesleget-a-gyumolcsosokbol/)  

• CSalad: (http://www.csalad.hu/2017/10/10/megmentik-a-felesleges-gyumolcsoket) 

• Demokrata: (http://www.demokrata.hu/hir/zold-jovo/masodszuret-az-elelmiszerbankban) 

• GYOR plus: (http://gyorplusz.hu/cikk/uj_elelmiszermento_programot_indit_az_elelmiszerbank.html) 

• Retro radio: (http://www.retroradio.hu/retro_cikk.php?id=81142) 

• SZOLJON: (https://www.szoljon.hu/eletstilus/szazmilliok-eheznek-pedig-mindenkinek-juthatna-
865075/) 

• MEGYE hirek: (http://www.megyehirek.hu/cikk.php?id=81142)  
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lQqwr8vLLO8&feature=youtu.be&a
http://bonumtv.hu/masodszuret-az-elelmiszerbankkal-sczigel-andrea/
https://www.mediaklikk.hu/2017/10/06/napkozben-szakmazz/
http://www.bestfm.hu/hirek.php?szam=89841
https://vorosmartyradio.hu/2017/10/10/masodszuret-raszorulok-kapjak-a-felesleges-gyumolcsot/
https://vorosmartyradio.hu/2017/10/10/masodszuret-raszorulok-kapjak-a-felesleges-gyumolcsot/
https://www.radio88.hu/megmentik-a-felesleget-a-gyumolcsosokbol/
http://promenad.hu/cikk/megmentik-a-felesleget-a-gyumolcsosokbol-182370
https://www.hirado.hu/2017/10/10/megmentik-a-felesleget-a-gyumolcsosokbol/
http://www.csalad.hu/2017/10/10/megmentik-a-felesleges-gyumolcsoket
http://www.demokrata.hu/hir/zold-jovo/masodszuret-az-elelmiszerbankban
http://gyorplusz.hu/cikk/uj_elelmiszermento_programot_indit_az_elelmiszerbank.html
http://www.retroradio.hu/retro_cikk.php?id=81142
https://www.szoljon.hu/eletstilus/szazmilliok-eheznek-pedig-mindenkinek-juthatna-865075/
https://www.szoljon.hu/eletstilus/szazmilliok-eheznek-pedig-mindenkinek-juthatna-865075/
http://www.megyehirek.hu/cikk.php?id=81142
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Facebook posts 
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Main stand 

 

 

Volunteers talking with farmers 
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9 Main conclusions and next steps 

9.1 Main conclusions 
The activities carried out during the reported period (M10-M22) proved to be quite successful in terms of 

creating awareness both in general about the problem of food waste and in preparing the food surplus saving 

activities helped by the SavingFood platform. 

Total number of participants were around 7000 people (the total target to be reached based on the KPI 

described in the DoA is 8000, the remaining 3 events will most probably cover the remaining 1000 people). 

There was a strong media and social media coverage around the events, the media reach is already more than 

our KPI (10 000, more to be described in D6.7 Dissemination plan & progress report v2).  

Around 80-100 volunteers were participating in the preparation and execution of the events, creating a strong 

involvement toward our project and potential for future involvement as well. 

The events in Belgium, Greece and the UK were more public oriented, creating strong contacts especially with 

future volunteers and ambassadors, whereas the events in Hungary were also successfully focusing on the 

involvement of a new segment, the fruits & vegetables producers into the food surplus saving activities as well. 

All events provided a perfect opportunity for pilot partners to collect as well direct feedback from participants 

at the events, that is helping the future planned activities in the project. 

In addition to the communication activities, surplus food was also saved during the events, in the amount of 

more than 3 tonnes, equal to about 6000 meals. A significant outcome is the food saving activities started at 

the Budapest Wholesale Market, resulting in already 30 tonnes of saved food, hopefully to be increased further 

in the future by the platform implementation. 

9.2 Next steps 
Next steps of the implementation will be related to the platform usage. Based on the awareness and direct 

contacts created in the past period, the main target of the next period will be to test the potential of the 

SavingFood platform in increasing the efficiency of food surplus redistribution in the 4 pilot locations. 

Activities will follow the plans as described in D4.1 (Pilot Implementation Plan), concentrating on the 

involvement of the pilot eco-systems, by providing the relevant value propositions, benefits, running user 

recruitment and involvement activities, and measuring efficiency and KPIs in the pilots. 

Implementation activities will require strong cooperation between pilot and technical partners in order to 

secure frictionless usage of the platform and provide a perfect user experience for all interested user groups 

(coordinator, donors, recipients, volunteers). Regarding the user experience, some first results gathered from 

the first testing scenarios are indicating a positive attitude towards the SavingFood platform. More results 

regarding this topic will be found on D5.2 and D5.3.  

Results and outcomes of the next period (M23-M28) will be summarized in the deliverable D4.3 (Pilot case 

deployment period 2). 

 


